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The end-to-end digital solution with an unbeatable experience for everyone involved.

Our virtual assessment & development centers maintain the human touch, with the 
added benefit of the world’s most robust people science.

Replace pen 
and paper with 

the ultimate 
assessment 
experience

Get deeper insights 
and arrive at 
 faster results

Assess people with 
the technology 
they use in the 

real world

Go digital and deliver a 
superior experience.

Assessment and 
Development
Centers

Global expert 
implementation 
and outsourcing 

of centers

shl.com/virtualcenters

http://shl.com/virtualcenters
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The human experience, digital in 
its delivery.
Replace pen and paper with the ultimate assessment 
experience
Effortlessly organize and run your centers with a digital platform 
that delights participants with interactive media and a clear and 
engaging end-to-end process.

Assess people with the technology they use in the real world
Empower people to show their true ability with inbox 
simulations, group exercises, client meetings and much more, 
with the world’s broadest range of psychometric, personality, 
skills and cognitive assessments.

Get deeper insights and arrive at faster results
Increase the speed of hiring and development decisions with 
automated reports and dashboards powered by unrivalled 
people science. More accurate assessment & development 
center insights in a fraction of the time.

Global expert implementation and outsourcing of centers
We have a team of 300 people scientists, operate in 150 
countries, speak over 40 languages, and provide 24-hour support. 

The most efficient way and accurate 
way of identifying potential.  

Leading the way in talent innovation.
Find out how SHL help you deliver a superior assessment experience.

Visit shl.com/virtualcenters

Streamline your processes
Assess a wide range of people rapidly and 
consistently. 

Wow your candidates, employees and assessors
A world beating, configurable digital platform that 
makes you stand out.

A more diverse and inclusive solution
Objective data that highlights the true difference 
between candidates.

Make decisions with impact
Accurately identify who has what it takes to help 
you achieve your goals.

http://shl.com/virtualcenters

